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Former 
By Mark Harris 
A former University of Michigan Law 
student bas filed a $9 million law suit 
against Law ·School Dean Terrance 
Sandalow, University President Harold 
Shapiro and the University Board of 
Regents, as a result of actions stem. 
ming from a fire in his Law Quad room 
onMarch8, 1983. 
James Picotzi, through the law firm 
headed by William Kunstler in New 
York filed the suit on August 24, J91W 
seeking a preliminary and permanent 
injunction, compensatory and punitive 
damages, attorney's fees and other 
relief. The complaint charges 
Vol. 33. No. I 
Sam the 
Scholar 
Speaks 
Recently, we overheard a third 
year say. "Man, that class is 
boring, but I gotta take it. " 
Why? "Because I hove to take at 
least one class with Sam 
Dimon!" So this week, the RG's 
Ruth Milkman interviews the 
legendary Sam Dimon, who 
reputedly understands tax, and 
definitely has a Supreme Court 
clerkship. Read 011 for the inside 
rcory. 
RG: The first thing I wanted to ask 
you about is the Supreme Court 
clerkship. You'll be clerking ror 
I 
Justice While. right? Is It unusual to 
gel a cltrkship •·lght out of law 
school? 
SD: I think !;0. Professor Whitman 
said that White is the only person 
who takes students directly from 
law school. He takes one person <out 
of four> every year 
RC;: Ho�o�. did you find oul about il'.' 
D: I! �o�.ns prett} funny actuaUy 1 
asn't c:onsidermg applying Cor 
erkships at nil because 1 wasn't on 
, � nTMON Page II 
Student Sues U-M 
Sandalow with intentional infliction of 
emotional distress and charges all 
defendants with breach of contract. 
The suit centers around Picozzi's 
request from Sandalow for a "letter or 
good standing'' so that Plcozzi could 
Dean Sandalow's remarks are on Pagt• 
6. Transcripts of correspondences bet· 
ween Picozzi and Sanda low are on Page 
7. 
transfer to Yale Law School. 
Correspondence between Picozzi and 
Sandalow filed with the complaint 
reveals that Sanda low refused to issue a 
letter or good standing without in­
cluding in the letter an additional 
statement indicating that there was a 
question about Picozzi's eligibility to 
re-enroll at the University of Michigan 
Law School. Sandalow wrote to Picozzi 
on May 3, 198.1 that ''(t>he information 
available to us had let me to conclude 
that I would not be warranted in per­
mitting you to re-enroll without a close 
examination of the question whether 
you are the person responsible for set­
ting the March 8 fire." 
Sandalow also wrote that it was his 
understanding that Ann Aroor police 
PG-13 
The Univer�ity of Michigan La\\ School 
had requested Picozzi to take a 
polygraph test and that unless he did 
take and pass a polygraph lest, an ad­
ministrative proceeding would be 
required to determine whether Plcozzi 
would be permitted to re-enroll. 
Picozzi replied to Sandalow writing 
that he "totally reject(ed>" a proposed 
letter of good standing including a 
statement that police "regard Mr. 
Picozzi as a suspect" in the fire. ln July 
of this year KunsUer wrote to Sandlow 
on behalf of Picozzi requesting that a 
See PI COZZI. Page 6 
September 12, 1984 
Five First-Years Fail 
By Kevin ToUts 
"Look to the left of you; looA. to 
the right of you. In three years all of 
you will be here and you 'II a II 
get jobs." 
-Dean Terrenc·e Sandalow 
..... 1982, 1983, /984 orientations. 
Dean Sandalow's lried·bul-lrue 
variation on a theme just mightn't be 
completely accurate. Five of last year's 
first-years flunked out, according to 
Associate Dean Sue Eklund. 
And while at many - if not most -
law schools such a measly attrition rate 
would be meaningless, thal figure could 
be disturbing to a school which boasts 
in bulletins and handbooks- and orien­
tations- that usually no more than "u 
couple" students "leave for academic 
l'easons." 
Eklund, however, says that the figure 
Is not out of the ordinary. "We normally 
have a half-dozen people or s� on 
probation or mehgiale �c ::ontim!e !or 
academic reasons," she said. 
For instance. Cor tbe class which 
began in 1982, seven students were in 
"serious academic trouble," Eklund 
said- one flunked out and the other six 
were on probation. In last year's class, 
on the other hand, besides the five who 
failed, one student is on probation. 
To find out how this year·s trst-year 
class stacks up, see story. Page 5. 
Eklund was quick to point out, 
however, that the difference between 
probation and flunking out is neglible. 
To be ineligible to continue, a student's 
grade point average must dip under a 
1.7; if a student's gpa is higher than a 
2.0, he or she is on probation. Hence, 
second-years needn't worry. 
"Everything was normal (last 
year>,'' Eklund said. "There were no 
unusual curves." 
It's a sbitty job . . . Employee of the Ratcliffe Roofing & Chimney C'o. 
rcmo\·('� pigeon dropping�> rrom Hutchins Hall. · Ph"''' bt8'"''''tlm"" 
Eklund aJSO pointe:d ou: that 
"flunking out'' can be a misnomer. Un­
der the law school's liberal academic 
eligibility policy. a student on probation 
can conlinue on a reduced load. Studen· 
ls with gpa's lower than a 1.7 must 
retake examinahons <or the entire 
class) to boost their grade points to an 
acceptable level. although both grades 
appear on the transcript 
Upperclass students should also be 
careful when trying to guess why other 
upperclasspersons are taking ftrst year 
classes. 
"There are a number of upperclass 
students who will be seen silting in on a 
first-year classes," Eklund said. "It 
would be a terrible mistake to assume 
these are the ones who flunked oul 
People have to drop classes for any 
number of reasons." 
"People frequently assume (studenls 
who llunk out) are minority students 
and that's jusl not true," Eklund added. 
Wanted: 
Anyone 
To Help 
Fill Space 
Right now. we'U answer the questior 
that you'll be asking when you finist 
reading this: because we needed lo fil 
space. 
So what was the question? Easy. Wh) 
is this wnnt ad so long? So why did w� 
need to fiU space? Because we don' 
have enough people to write things t< 
fill it. 
Being bright law students tal least 
you are) we won't beat around the bush 
any longer We're writing th1s because 
we want you - aJJ of you. if it be the 
case - to wr1te for the RG. Sure. we 
love each and every one of us who 
See WANTED, PageS 
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No Snap Judgments 
In March of 1983, second year student Jim 
Picozzi was badJy burned and injured when he 
fell from his blazing third story Lawyers' Club 
room. A few weeks later, while recoYering in 
the hospital, he found himself out of law school 
in more ways than one. 
Outside the law school, it was believed other 
students who disliked Picozzi set the fire. In· 
side the law school, rumour had it he set the 
fire himself. With the case unsolved, and no 
charges brought, Picozzi was disenrolled. 
A former student at the Law School has 
made some serious charges about this in­
stitution, charges that if true would be ex­
tremely disturbing by their irony. 
Jim Picozzi's suit against the Law School, 
Dean Sandalow and University President 
Harold Shapiro alleges that these respected 
administrators and their systems denied him 
- of all things - due process! Surely he jests 
- the Law School knows all about due 
process; professors like Dean Sandalow teach 
it, after all. 
U you only heard second generation gossip 
around Hutchins Hall, passed on down from 
graduated students who were Picozzi's 
classmates. you'd probably even be more 
convinced than the Ann Arbor police that 
Picozzt did in fact torch his own Lawyers' Club 
room in some sad plea for sympathy. 
But if you're thinking like a lawyer yet, 
you've also got to try and see Jim Picozzi's 
side of the case. Despite any prejudices you 
might have, his suit is not quite as easily 
dismissible as a pro se action by some street 
bum ejected from sub-2. 
From Picozzi's position, the law school's ac· 
lions do seem a bit autocratic. He wanted to 
stay enrolled here, despite the unfortunate ac· 
cident that left him burned and recovering in 
U hospital. He was told he'd be better off 
taking a leave of absence, if not just fading 
from Hutchins forever. 
When Picozzi decided to leave hostile 
surroundings and study Jaw elsewhere, Dean 
Sanda low refused to speed Picozzi 's 
rematriculation by withholding a clean letter 
of good standing. Seems the local police wan· 
ted Picozzi to take a lie detector test. 
Should Picozzi pr·evail, we would all feel 
misled and duped about Michigan Law School. 
Whatever becomes of the case, we hope it will 
be recorded clearly and openJy, so that the 
hushed and paternal administrative dealings 
that clouded the genesis of the Picozzi affair 
don't also shadow its legacy. 
0}2inion 
Myths: Close the Gap Now 
b\ Andru Lodahl 
One of the most i>em1cious facts about law school 
- at least. !\11ch1gan lav. school - 1s the dearth of 
real informatiOn on Important things and the ten· 
dency to rely on rumor that is not based in reality 
One of the th1ngs we shouJd all do, espec1aUy as law 
Students lramed in the Importance Of hard facts, IS 
to help dispel rumor and demystif) certam 
processes whtch, 11 seems, Is the novice law studen· 
Ls' ordained role to wonder about but be too em­
barrassed to ask about 
When I first started classes, 1 remember spendmg 
severaJ weeks wondcmng stupidly. I thought -
what analogizing, distinguishing and reconciling 
cases was all about The surface meanings may be 
obi.'IOUS enough, but exactly what steps or type of 
approach lS used IS not Then agam one wouJd 
rather die than ask, and nowhere m the beginning or 
law school are people g1ven any frank explanations 
or how to begin Jaw study 
When I f1r>t began sendmg out JOb letters. 1 relied 
Ho m} gneP on common sense (completely 
unrelated to job markets> and rumor (often no more 
attuned w1th the reality of job eeking than common 
sense.> My or�entation leaders, for example. made 
a pomt of telhng us all that any first year who wants 
a firm job. paymg well. can get one 
Wrong One hundred and twenty letters later I 
finally dared to ask some of my classmatt'S directly 
what their experience had been Some got jobs in 
hometowns. most of the rest were Sitting exactly 
where I was, on top of over a hundred ding letters. 
Nobody ever told me many or the bas1c "dos and 
don'ts" of Interviews either. Thank you letters, for 
example. And everyone told me with absolute 
solemnity that It was Impossible to go to New York 
from here without an A average, and that Chkago 
was overwhelmed with desire to hire Michigan 
lawyers. According to Nancy Krieger, director of 
Placement. both wrong 
The prevailmg view eems to be that although the 
majonty of us spent all of our hves in musty 
hbranes gettmg lhe A's to get into Michigan, we 
shouJd have absorbed somehow, by osmo is. these 
t or knov..ledge that help you survive in 
professional oc1et) Worse, It seems to 1mpl) that if 
you haven't got tho e sk11l by genetics or by inslln· 
ct then ma)be you JUSt don't belong 
Such athtud�. I submit, are a carryo\·er from the 
days v.hen 'welcomf' to the aristocrac) · •  would 
ha\"e been offcnswe for a cW'ferent reason - the 
pe-ople m top lav. chools v..ere aJread) aJI from the 
anstocracy I came from a m1ddle class family and 
r know less than noth1ng about stock: my paren· 
ts never had any stock The sad fact is that v..hen I 
got here I'd rather have dlf'd rather than betray my 
total ignorance in front or classmates who seemed 
SFF Thanks 
Dear SFt' SUJ)()Ortrr: 
Once again, we would hke to thank everyone who 
pledged and contributed to the 1984 Student Funded 
FellowshipS campa1gn As a result or your 
generosity, 26 Mich1gan law students were able to 
take public mtercst jobs thts pa t summer and also 
put food on the1r tables 
Each year a loan from tht> Law S<:hool, based on 
student pledges, enables SFF to d1slribute the 
summer fellowships We must now repay that loan. 
Unfortunately, at th1s point less than half of the 
record S21 .000 pledged lost spring has been 
rece1ved If you have not yet pa1d your pledge, 
please do so as soon as po. s 1ble You can deliver 
) our check, payable to "Lnw School Fund- SFF ... 
10 the Law S<:hool F'und office on the first noor of 
Legal Research or to the SFF mailbox m Room 300. 
Please be sure to md1cate your StudentiD number 
on your check 
Thanks onct• ogain for your support and 
cooper at ion 
Sincerely, 
1'ht• Student •·unded Frllowshlps Board 
so cosmopohtan,,ov..� e. so profe sional 
Irs all a myth. When you break down t'nough to be 
honest, you fmd that most of u are similarly 
sttuatcd: :o;ome of u� are JUSt bt'tter bullsh1t artists. 
Puttang on airs, declaiming on matters we nre not 
really Informed about. or pretendmg cool com­
posure when feeling panic arl' tK'hav1ors fo:.terro by 
the cold sweat aura of law school. but they make us 
smaller rather than bagger J><'(1ple 
They engender unhNJithy self doubt. makt> us all 
lousy frumds, and if curried to our proft�slonal lives 
could lead to dangerous mistakl's We ne�d to be 
wilhng to ask for inCormataon from resources hkc 
the Plact'mcnt Otricr, but we could also use some 
more nuls·nnd bolts orientation and less pomp ar:d 
circumstance 
Hov.. about a couple or workshops on case 
analyst , legal r earch, or wntmg a letter to .. 
a 
pro::.pect1ve employer in placl' of a sp�h or two. 
U case club IS <;uppo� to perform thts Cunct1on tt 
doesn't-the mformatlon gotten there IS 
questionably accurate and tmcomplcte. Hov. a�ut 
a more active attempt to reach out to students v.tt� 
information. rather than mcrd} makmg H 
available'! :\1aybe student� should seek It out, but 
expenenc(' c;hov.!> that the� JU t rely on rumor!> in· 
stead. It' hard to a. k for help, and v.. hen �uch 
thmgs are left to md1v1dual tnllllauve they all too of 
ten end up sliding down lhe prior1ty hsl. somewhere 
after gelling tht cat vaccmat('d and answermg your 
grandmother's last letter �taybe these even:.S 
should be made "mandatory" hke LEXIS and 
WESTLA W lrainmg. 
Students, for their part, should stop being so self­
conscious and ask If they don'L know More Impor­
tantly, they should admit they don't know if 
someone else asks them We should all make an ef­
fort to r('sist the archaic, uppt.•r-class norms that try 
to make us Into pretenders or wisdom without 
making us wise. That's not what being a lawyer is 
all about at least, It's not wh.tt It ought to be about 
- and changmg our mystlfH·nllon and alienation 
from t-ach other here is the f1rst step m changmg lhe 
profess1on 1tself 
Letters policy 
We'd lo\ e lo hear from }ou f "o. really If you 
have something to sa)', write u a letter. type 11. and 
deli\ er 1t to the R<; ofhce, by Sunda) rught at 6 p.m. 
There's an en\·tolope on the door or 408 Hutchins 
HaJJ tr you've got quP:ilions, leave a note. or call 
763-ol.1.'J We n•-.erve thr r1ght to ed1t letters. 
espectall) for length n"hat's a hint, c;horter letters 
are more bkely to �tel run, mt.acU Hope to hear 
from you bOOn 
Forum 
Furniture Displaces Recruitees 
As Placement Loses Perspective 
b,· Andrea Lodahl 
Well. girls and ·boys. shine up those shoes and 
prepare to do the interview shuffle. Make an infor­
med judgment about the reaction of Phoenix law 
firms to Orator typeface. Get your suit dry cleaned. 
But don't bother trying to go up to Room 200 to look 
up firm resumes if it's not business hours. Room 200 
isn't open evenings or weekends any more. 
Lest you panic altogether, I hasten to assure you 
that the resumes, having been moved in duplicate to 
the Law Library, will still be available for your wee­
hours perusal. What rivalled even the most 
paranoid fantasies of a disgruntled law student in 
its total disregard for the student's weUare w.:�s the 
decision to leave the room closed this past weekend, 
prior to the move of the resumes to the Library. 
As it turned out, the custodians were 
not fully apprised of the policy change and the room 
was open as usual, but students who had heard of 
the lockout policy didn't bother to go up and try the 
door. 
The reason: when the Placement Office fina!Jy 
got some new furniture this past week, they had to 
move some books that "are precio,us volumes" out 
of their office. Such a decision can be understood, 
but still leaves much unexplained: why to Room 
200, of all possible rooms? Why this past weekend, 
of all possible weekends? lnstead of making a 
decision to Jock Room 200 and preclude aU access to 
the blue notebooks (but for the unwitting staff who 
unlocked It), why weren't the books moved to an 
empty lockable room upstairs for the "'eekend? ln 
the words of a fast-food commercial, it's gelling 
awfully quiet over there. 
Placement director Nancy Ki-ieger look the plans 
to close the room to the Senate last spring <RG, 
March 21, 1984) in the larger context of discussing 
the new interviewing procedures. However, such a 
move was seen merely as a by-product of the 
acquisition of new furniture and as a possible way to 
solve some of the "problems of trash lefl by studen­
ts studying in the room at night.'' These problems 
have at times been severe, according to Placement 
staff, who themselves have come at 7 a.m. during 
the interview season to clean up �he trash and try to 
make the room presentable for interviews. 
Nonetheless. closing Room 200 permanently on 
evenings and weekends also has a down-side 
besides the extreme inconvenience of the change in 
access to the blue notebooks. The elimination of the 
study space offered by Room 200 was justified on 
the grounds that it's only been study space for the 
last ten years anyway. The room boasts electrical 
outlets and uidividuaJ rooms, aiding special oc­
casional needs such as typing. lnsular law students 
might be impressed by another fact that was 
revealed to the writer as proof positive of the value 
of closing the room: often, at night, most of the 
people in there were-gasp! -undergraduates. 
We have no way of knowing how the library 
reserve system will work out. In the past, when one 
person was finished with a given volume it was 
there on the table available for another's use. Now, 
as many as three notebooks can be taken out from 
the Main Desk at once, and retained for four hours! 
vou It'\ 
''1-1 �'��-\- lt.S wt.\\ \:>e b\ \ o......, Yll, r 
That means students with carrels on sub-3 can take 
out aJJ of District of Columbia al eight p.m. and keep 
it until midnight. With cards coming due this 
Friday, nerves seem likely to fray. Desk staff say, 
however, that if the students demand greater ac­
cess they can shorten the period of signoul to 2 
hours. 
Fate can be praised for circumventing the best­
laid plans of Placement to keep the blue notebooks 
completely out of reach the weekend before request 
cards beganto come due. Such a decision, even If 
unrealized, reflects either total carelessness of 
students interests or gross oversight. The generally 
praiseworthy - almost noble, in fact - performance 
of Placement suggests that it must be the latter. 
All in the name of safeguarding some books that 
the Placement Office's trendy new furniture -
paid for, one assumes, by the new interviewing 
charge - displaced. Given the obvious impact o n  
the student of this change under the bes t  o f  circum­
stances, it seems not altogether off base to enquire 
why a little of that money wasn't expended to put 
locking cases, which could be locked at5 p.m., into 
Room 200 and leave the rest of the room as before. 
Krieger bas expressed willingness to consider op­
tions like monitoring the in the evening. 
The choice to lock the room altogether raises 
suspicion that the powers that be determined that 
closure of Room 200 was deslrable for a number of 
reasons. 1l that is true, it would have been nice -if 
uncharacteristic- for such a decision to be submit­
ted to the students whose facility it is for input. 
������··············································································: 
RG Name That Pub Contest 
Anyway, the RG has decided to 
You've aJJ seen that plastic which bas proudly announce the first annual unof· 
enguiied the walls outside the library ficial Name That Pub contest. Submit Name !yours) 
• • • • • • • • 
:\1aybe you thought it was a modernistic your entry on the blanks below or on a 3 • • sculpture. We know better. Don't stare. by 5 card <borrow one from your Name I pub's> ------- -
but that's going to be our very own pub nearest gunnerly neighbor> to the RG. • • Well, maybe not a pub exactly. maybe 408 HH. Prizes to be announced. Ap· Phone <anyone's! ------ .. 
more of a sort of lunchroom. t Yes. we pH cations for judges will also be accep-
know we already have oneof those.shut led. Don't delay, fill it out NOW. Your 
up about it already ) pub needs you. 
• • • · · •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C31 
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Prof. 
Marcus 
Plant 
Dies 
by Laura Kelsey Rhodes 
Marcus L. Plant, who joined the law 
school faculty in 1946, died this past 
July al the age of 72. In addition to 
teaching law, Professor Emeritus 
Plant had represented the university in 
the national organizations governi6g 
amateur sport. Although Plant had of­
ficially retired in 1982, be continued to 
teach as a Professor Emeritus. 
Born in New London, Wisconsin in 
1911, Plant re<:eived his B.A. and M.A. 
from Lawrence College in Appleton, 
Oyez, Oyez I 
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.. 
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-; 
And our 
commitment 
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law text. 
See back page of the 
Sports Section lor our 
special extended 
Book Rush Hours. 
Electronics Showroom: 
1110 S. University 
Ann Atbor. Ml 48104 (313)662-3201 
Wisconsin. After teaching high school 
for two years, he enrolled at the Law 
School, graduating in 1938. Professor 
Plant was in private practice in both 
Milwaukee and New York before 
begin ing his teaching career. He also 
served with the Office of Price Ad· 
ministration in Washington, D.C. 
In addition to his law teaching, Plant 
was well-known within the University 
for his 24-year tenure as the school's 
representative to the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
CNCAA), and the Big Ten athletic con-
ference. Plant also held the prestdency 
of the NCAA for two terms, represen­
ting it on the board of directors of the 
U.S. Olympic Committee. 
A long-lime colleague of Professor 
Plant's, former law school dean Allan 
F. Smith remarked lhat he was "the 
epitome of the scholar-teacher who 
makes our University a great one. He 
was thorough in his research. often an­
ticipating developments in his field of 
expertise, and was devoted to his 
teaching career. He will be greatly 
missed.'' 
Regents Appoint 
Three New Deans 
Hy Kim Cahill 
Three members of the Michigan Law 
School faculty were appointed Dean by 
the U-M Regents in July. Assistant 
Dean Susan Eklund was made 
Associate Dean for Student Affairs and 
Operations, Virginia Gordan became 
Assistan-t Dean of Academic Affairs, 
and Professor Beverly J. Pooley was 
appointed Assistant Dean for the Law 
Library. All three had previously been 
serving in much the same capacities 
under different titles. 
Deans Eklund and Gordan say the 
change is more one of title than of any 
significant change in job responsibility. 
"I certainly want to stress that bolh 
Virginia and T will continue to be 
available to students for counselling in 
the same way we have been in the 
past," Eklund commented 
Gordan. who oversees the graduate 
programs, externships, and joint 
degree programs here at the law 
school, will be taking on more primary 
responsibility for registration tn ad­
dition to her prior duties. 
Professor Pooley's appointment as 
Asststanl Dean for the Law Library 
was closely followed by Margaret 
Leary's appointment as Director of the 
Law Library. "Actually, I believe the 
change in titles was to give Margaret a 
title that more accurately reflected her 
involvemenl. She is responsible for the 
day-to-day running of the library." said 
Pooley. Leary will also be in 
charge of the library during Pooley's 
upcoming sabbatical. 
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First-years: 
Much Like 
Forerunners 
!By Ke\>inTottis 
Although Allan Stillwagon says it just 
ain'lso, this year's first-year class may 
not be as "diverse" in some respects as 
previous classes. 
Less than one third of the first-year 
class has been out of college for more 
than a year, compared with 40 percent 
in the class of 1986 and even higher per­
centages in previous years. That means 
that there's probably fewer first-years 
who. worked on oil rigs in Alaska, dug 
for ancient artifacts In the mideast, 
read Wall Whitman while lying in lhe 
grass or whatever else it is one does af­
ter college and before law school. 
And that's about the onJy thing that 
distinguishes this new crop of first­
years. For the most part, they're like 
any other garden variety, first-year 
Michigan Law School class. Note, for 
example, according to the dean of ad­
missions' figures: 
• 44 percent are from the state of 
Michigan. The rest come from 40 dif­
ferent states and three foreign coun­
tries. 
• More first-years came from the 
University of Michigan lhan any other 
school. Other schools represented C in 
order of representation> are Michigan 
Slate, Yale, Cornell, Penn, Notre 
Dame, and Princeton. 
• 33.24 percent or this class is women. 
That compares with 37 percent for last 
yeal', but Stillwagon says that change 
isn't significant. "When it went (upl 
£rom 33 lo 'n percent. 1 didn't say it was 
a rise," he said. 
• 17.4 percent or the new students are 
minority students. That figure includes 
blacks, chicanos, Me.xican-Americans, 
Puerto Ricans from the mainland, 
Native Americans, and Asian 
Americans. 
• Although specific statistics aren't 
available yet, the median LSAT "will 
almost certainly be 43,'' the dean said. 
And that is the picture in numbers of 
the first-year class. What might be 
more interesting is who didn't apply. 
Law school applications, once again, 
are down by L2 percent across the coun­
try, Stillwagon said. "Lots of schools, 
particularly national schools, have 
dropped 20 to 25 percent," he said. 
Michigan's appllcanl pool, however, 
dropped only eight percent to 4100 ap­
plicants. 
Docs a smaller pool mean less 
quallfied applicants? No, Stillwagon 
says. "If it dropped to 2,000, 1 think I'd 
have to notice something happening,"· 
he said. "Right now, the pool is at least 
as good or better than before.'' 
Placement Office 
Changes Policies 
By Andrea Lodnnl 
The Placement Office has instituted 
a couple of major changes this year in 
an effort to make the interviewing 
process less harrowing for both studen­
ts and recruiters. Resumes are being 
pre-mailed to employers instead of 
being placed in folders in the 
Placement OClice, and interviewing has 
been pushed back to October l. In 
previous years it would have begun the 
third week in September. 
The premalling system is used by all 
of the "majors'·. according lo 
Placement director Nancy Krieger, 
and was used by M.ichigan as well wtlll a 
few years ago. However, in recent 
years lhe cost of pulling and mailing all 
of those resumes became prohibitive, 
and the folder-insert method was sub­
stituted. 
The folder system. however, had a lot 
of drawbacks, Krieger said. Many 
students did not put their resumes in af­
ter signing up, which kept interviewers 
running back and forth from Room 200 
to the Placement Office trying to track 
down the missing ones. Many com· 
plaints have been received from inter­
viewers about the Inconvenience, 
although <Krieger hastened to add) 
they have always liked interviewing at 
Michigan and the folder system didn't 
seem to keep any employers away. 
ln response to concerns that the in· 
terviewers will pre-screen, Krieger 
agreed that many employers wouto 
probably read the resumes before 
coming to Ann Arbor but disagreed that 
they would be making preliminary 
decisions. "I don't think that's the pur­
pose," she said, adding that when only 
75 to 80 percent of the resumes were 
available on interview day with the 
folder method, it was more harmful to 
students. 
The new system requires everyone 
interviewing to register with the 
Placement Office and drop off a full set 
<up to 25) of resumes by this Friday, 
September l4. Interview request cards 
and lists of the scheduled employers 
are available in the Placement Office, 
and the cards will be due a few weeks 
before the employer arrives. I£ an em­
ployer is unable to interview all who 
sign up, f.irst priority will go to those 
who fiJed priority cards (you get five) 
and random selection will fill the 
remaining slots. 
The second major change from prior 
procedure was the push back of the 
beginning of interviews to O•:tober 1. In 
former years, interviewing has begun 
as early as September 12. Krieger cited 
several ways in which this early start, 
earlier than the other "majors" by a 
couple of weeks, hurt the students. Fir­
st, she said, people tended not to think 
through th.eir interviewing goals 
clearly because things were so hectic 
early in the term, and interviewed with 
everyone who came, thereby burning 
themselves out by midseason. Second, 
she suggested that firms would not 
provide feedback l.o Michigan students 
unlil they had interviewed at the other 
schools, thus keeping Michigan studen­
ts wailing and greatly increasing the 
tension about getting Oybacks. 
Jim Narens, reveling in bis se<:ond-year status at the cocktail party August 
21, assured the RG photographer that Tax l need not inter£ere with your 
drinking. 
Students Log On 
With Prof. Park 
By Dana Deane 
Have you seen the guy who looks like 
Bill Murray, talks like Jimmy Carter 
and acts like ..1 law professor? 
That's visiting professor Roger Park. 
Park is here from the University of 
Minnesota Law School and is currently 
teaching civil procedure and evidence. 
In both courses, Park will be using 
computer exercises to supplement 
regular coursework. 
Park's classes wiU be doing 3 to 5 
exercises, each requiring 1 I/2 or 2 
hours of the student's time. The civil 
procedure exercises can be done after 
some brief background reading, but 
those for evidence have the necessary 
information written into lhe exercise. 
Some exercises will provide a 
simulated trial situation and ask the 
student to assume the role of attorney 
or judge in answering the closed 
questions presented by the computer. 
When an error is made, the computer 
diagnoses the reason for the mistake 
and then asks questions that lead the 
student to the correct answer. 
Park suggests that students work in 
pairs or threes in order to help each 
oth.er through the logic or to overcome 
any rear they may have of working with 
computers. He has found that law 
students have little of this fear, but that 
lawyers may be more reluctant to use 
the exercises for this reason. 
According to Park, Computer-Aided 
Instruction (CAl) has been used in law 
schools since early in the 1970's. In 1974 
he was involved in creating the Center 
for Computer-Aided Legal Instruction 
based in Minnesota. 
The Center distributes exercises for 
all sorts of legal training to its mem­
bers or rents them to non-members. 
Forty law schools have }oined the Cen-
.. 
ter. Michigan Is not one of them. Park 
explains that this is because none of the 
faculty members here use the exer· 
cises. 
Park himself has written more than 
20 exercises for legal study. He said he 
is really not much of a "computer per­
son," he just enjoys looking at new ap­
proaches to the study of Ia w. At one 
point he experimented with teaching a 
course without holding any classes. 
Video tapes, computer exercises, 
workbooks and twice the normal 
reading enabled students to learn just 
as much, Park says, but Park says he 
understands the value of human in­
volvement. 
Computer-Aided Instruction could be 
very useful In Continuing Legal 
Education ( CLE) programs, Park said. 
Lawyers could borrow the disc with the 
exercises on it and use it on the com· 
puter In their homes and offices. CLE 
program administrators are reluctant 
to certify education lawyers get outside 
of structured seminars, according to 
Park, but he seemed confident a 
solution could be reached. 
The exercises are also being used by 
a law firm in Chicago to teach 
associates, by a private group called 
the Federal Bar Association, and by the 
Federal Judiciary Center to train new 
judges. The judges seem to be 
especially sensitive to being told by a 
machine that they are wrong and to 
being scored when the score is less than 
perfect. 
Park expects the legal profession's 
use of CAl to increase. not only due to 
heightened awareness, but also 
because the exercises were just 
released on floppy discs during the last 
academic year. Earlier the programs 
could be accessed only by telephone 
book-up to Minnesota. 
-----iB.es <&estae 
Dean Weighs 14th Amendment Claim 
pne _of �he many ironies of the 
PICOU.I su1t is the fact that Picoz­
zi is claiming relief under the 
fourteenth amendment against 
Dean Sandalow, one of the 
nation's leading authorities on 
the fourteenth amendment. In an 
interview last week with the RG's 
Mark Harris, Sandalow had 
some thoughts on the ap­
plicability of the 14th amendment 
to the University � actions in 
dealing with the Picow suit. 
RG: .Does the appllcabUity of due 
process requirements turn on 
whether Mr. Plcoul was a student 
seeking re-admission or was 
perhaps denied due process because 
he "''a�; ''summarily dlsenrolled," as 
I think he puts It? 
TS: My view on that is that nothing 
really turns on this question of 
disenrollment. We thought we were 
complying with a request lhal had 
been made by the family. I don't 
want to comment on their allegation 
that that's not the case. We 
disenrolled him for a term, but 
Picozzi 
from page one 
letter or good slanding issue "sans 
rumor, hearsay, speculation, and in· 
nuendo." The suit asks as part of the 
requested reJief Lhal Defendant San­
dalow be ordered to provide a letter of 
good slanding ln accordance with 
Picou.i's requests. The suit also see.ks 
$2 mlllion In compensatory damages, S7 
million ln punitive damages as 
well attorney's fees and a public 
apology from defendants. 
Third year students will recall Utat 
the fire in question began in Picou.i's 
lhird floor room in K section of the law 
Quad during the early morning hours of 
March 8, 1983. At roughly 4:20 that 
morning Quad and Martha Cook 
residents were awoken by Picozzi 
screaming Cor help as he stood on the 
window ledge outside his room in order 
lo escape the flames. After losing nis 
gri p on the ledge Picozzi fell to the 
ground, cracking a vertebra. Picozzi 
also suffered from second degree burns 
o n  his leflshouder, arm and band. 
Samples taken from Picoz.:zi's room 
later revealed that gasoline had been 
present in the room, and the police 
determined that the fire was caused by 
arson. After completing their in­
vestigation into the fire, city police tur­
ned over their gathered information to 
the Washtenaw County Prosecutor's of­
fice. The Prosecutor found insuf£icient 
evidence to issue a warrant against any 
particular individual. Picou.i was 
eventually nown to his home in Pit­
tsburgh where he underwent back 
surgery. 
Durlng an August 31 hearing on the 
suit before Judge Feikins, it was agreed 
by the parties that a public hearing will 
be held before October 1st on the 
question of whether Picozzi was the per­
son who set the fire. The University 
will have to show by "clear and convin­
cing'' evidence that Picozzi was the 
party responsible. Responsibility for 
the frre has been clouded from the out­
set as a result of several incidents of 
harassment Picozzi underwent from 
feUow law students before the fire. 
never suggested that we would try to 
keep him from returning to school 
without a hearing. Supposing he had 
not been disenrolled, we would still 
have insisted upon a hearing as a 
condition of his returning to school 
so I think nothing turns on this 
disenrollment. 
RG: What is the school's position on 
lhe applicabiJity of the due process 
requirements and I guess I'm 
thinking specifically or the 
educational due process cases like 
Goss v. Lopez (419 U.S. 565, 1975, 
before a student is given temporary 
suspension from public school. due 
process requires that the student be 
given oral or written notice or 
charges against h.im and, 1r he 
denies the charges, explanation or 
evidence and opportunity to present 
his side or story. ) 
TS: l don'thaveany doubt at all that 
the school could not expel a student, 
or subject a student to a major form 
of disciplinary sanction withoul 
providing due process. It's always a 
question of what process is due in a 
particular situation, but I don't 
doubt the applicability of the due 
process clause of the fourteenth 
amendment to this school as a slate 
institution. That's not really even an 
issue. 
RG: As I unders(eand it, the school 
bas the burden or proof in the 
bearing on the question or Picozzi's 
responsibility for the March 8 fire. 
TS: We will have the burden of proof 
by clear and convincing evidence. 
RG: Why Is it that the burden was 
put on the school? 
TS: I never assumed tha l the burden 
could be anywhere else. First of all, 
our rules, which under this 
agreement are not binding in this 
particular case, impose on the 
school the burden of clear and con­
vincing evidence whenever a 
student is subjected to disciplinary 
proceedings. It's not clear that the 
rules are applicable to this category 
of case, but in any event when the 
school acts to impose a very sub­
stantial penalty which might 
possibly lead to a termination of the 
s'tudenl's opportunity to be a lawyer 
my own view is that simply as a 
The charred remains of Plcozzi's room after the blaze. 
Police documents filed with the co­
mplaint include reports that: 
I) Picozzi was harassed by fellow 
students because of his request for ex­
tra time on a first year exam, sup­
posedly in order to compensate for the 
fact that Picozzi was missing fingers on 
his right hand from a childhood lawn 
mower accident. 
2) Picozzi's room was searched by 
University officials after a student 
reported that he had sec Picozzi in 
possession or a handgun. 
3) Picozzi was depicted as a cherub 
holding a machine gun in a poster 
placed on the Law Quad around Valen­
tine's Day or 1983. 
matter of propriety, whether or not 
we are compelled to do so by law, the 
school ought to meet that standard. 
RG: Would you think your position 
as an authority on the fourteenth 
amendment would have any weight 
on the question or the propriety or 
the school's actions in this case? 
TS: That's not for me to decide. 
RG: I've heard it said that the 
recently adopted University Code or 
Student Conduct was created ln 
large part as a result or the Plcoui 
Incident... 
TS: I really haven't been involved in 
lhe University's efforts to draft a 
Code. 1 don't think it had anything to 
do with the Picozzi affair. If that 
were really the impetus I thillk I 
would have been more involved in it 
almost as a matter of course. I don't 
really know enough about the 
htstory to comment on the timing. 
RG: Old you think that a suit might 
be filed In this case "'hen you 
originally took action in the Spring 
of 1983? 
TS: I guess I've understood from the 
beginning that a law suit was always 
a possibility. 
Currently both sides are preparing 
for the public hearing on the question of 
Picozzi's involvement in the fire. Par­
ties are negotiating on procedures to be 
used and a presiding judge. It was 
thought by Sandalow lhal a retired 
stale judge would preside, but no judge 
has been named. 
l l  is expected that the University's 
case will rely heavily on the testimony 
of a gas station attendant named in 
police reports. Brian Meyers, an em­
ployee on duty at the Amoco station on 
Packard and Hill, reportedly told police 
Lhal he remembered a white male 
missing two fingers on his nght hand 
making a small purchase of gasoline. 
Meyers reportedly also picked out 
Picozzi's photograph from pages from 
a Law School ''face book" with names 
blacked out, and stated that the pur­
chaser "looked something like" Picoz­
zi's photograph. 
When contacted in New York by 
telephone, Robert Combiner, an attor­
ney in the Kunstler firm stated lhat 
they would have "no trouble" respon­
ding to Meyers reported slatements. 
and said that the "police investigation 
was somewhat incompetent in this 
regard." Picozzi 's complaint points 
out Lhat the purchaser described by 
Meyers in reports if 5� inches taller 
than Picozz.i and was wearing a coal 
that Picozzi never owned or has been 
seen wearing. 
Combiner also indicated that Kun­
tsler himself may be �>resent for the 
hearing depending on the scedule of 
other litigation. Kuntsler is well known 
for his participation as a defense attor­
ney in the trial of the Chicago 7. 
Regardless of the outcome of the 
hearing the case will likely continue in 
litigation for some time. Sandalow 
staled that if the University sbouJd not 
prevail in the hearing it would mean 
that Picozzi would be eligible to re· 
enrolJ and therefore Sandalow would 
write an "unqualified" Jetter of good 
standing for purposes of Picozzi's tran· 
sfer to Yale. However, Attorney Gom­
biner, though he had no comment on the 
consequences of a specific hearing out­
come indicated that they would still 
seek judicial review of the University's 
conduct in the case. 
DATE: April l, 1983 
TO: Vincent Picozzi 
FROM: Assistant Dean Susan Eklund 
"We have received your request on 
Jim's behalf to cancel his tuition for the 
1983 Winter term .. .  We have therefore 
processed the disenroUment and, in due 
course, any sums already paid toward 
this term's tuition will be returned to 
you by the University Students' Ac­
counts Office. " 
DATE: AprilS, 1983 
TO: Assistant Dean Susan Eklund 
FROM: Vincent Picozzi 
"Your letter is not correct. I did not 
request cancellation of my son's tuition 
for the 1983 Winter Ter1n. I requested 
information as to what, if any, adjust­
ments in tuition payments are made if a 
student did not attend classes for a 
period because of ill health .. .! wish to 
be clear that I will pay all tuition 
requirements that would be required 
under the circumstances up to the full 
amount if that is required. ·• 
DATE: April ! ,  1983 
TO: JamesPicozzi 
FROM: Law Club Director Diane 
Nafranowicz 
"I have received notification that the 
University of Michigan Law School has 
disenrolled you for winter term 
1983 . . .  Your student account will be 
credited retroactive to March 8, 1983." 
DATE: AprilS, 1983 
TO: Law Club Director Diane 
Nafranowicz 
FROM: James Picozzi 
"Please note that I did not disenroll 
or ask for cancellation of my lease at 
The Lawyers Club.' • 
DATE: May 13, 1983 
TO: James Picozzi 
FROM : Dean Terrance Sandal ow 
" ... As you know, no criminal charges 
have as yet been filed in connection 
with the fire that was set in your room 
in the early morning hours on March 8. 
Whether or not such charges are ever 
filed, the Law School and the University 
have an independent interest in deter­
mining the identity of the person 
responsible, especially because the 
continuing presence of that individual 
within the community would create a 
serious risk to its members. 
In this connection, I have been infor­
med that the Ann Arbor police have 
requested that you take a polygraph 
lest and that your father has indicated 
that you would be willing to do so. I am 
writing to notify you that if you do take 
a polygraph test administered or 
arranged by the Ann Arbor police and if 
that test indicates that you are not 
responsible for the March 8 fire, you 
would of course be permitted to return 
to the Law School in the fall term. 
With regret, 1 must also inform you 
that unl� you take a polygraph test, 
an admm1strative proceeding wiiJ be 
required to determine whether you will 
be permitted to re-enroll as a student. 
The information available to us has led 
me to conclude that I would not be 
warranted In permitting you to re­
enroll without a close examination of 
the question whether you are the person 
responsible for setting the March 8 fire. 
The follo wing are excerpts from correspondence 
included with the Picozzi complaint. They chronicle 
the disagreements which resulted in the suit. 
DATE: November?, 1983 
TO: Dean Terrance Sandal ow 
FROM: James Picozzi 
"I formally request a letter stating 
what, according to you, my academic 
standing is at the University of 
Michigan." 
DATE: November 16, 1983 
TO: James Picozzi 
FROM: TerranceSandalow 
"My understanding is that you are 
currently on a leave of absence from 
the Law School, having withdrawn 
while in good academic standing. A 
question remains regarding your 
eligibility to re--enroll. As I wrote on 
May 13, 1983 and again on June 29. 1983 
information that we have received fro� 
the police has raised a question regar­
ding your responsibility for the rire in 
your room on March 8. My hope. as I 
have previously written, is that the 
question of your responsibility might be 
resolved by your taking a polygraph 
examination as requested by the Ann 
Arbor Police. Were you to take and pass 
such an examination, under the cir­
cumstances stated in my earlier let· 
ters, you would of course be eligible to 
re-enroll at the Law School. If, 
however. you decide against taking the 
authorization. The mere fact that I 
might prevail in the defamation action 
that you threaten is not, in my view, a 
sufficient reason to expose either me or 
the University to a law suit. The defen­
se of any such action, however frivolous 
the action might be, would be very 
costly both in my time and in the expen­
se to the University." 
DRAFT LETTER TO DEAN JAMES 
A. THOMAS, YALE LAW SCHOOL 
As you may know, Mr. Picozzi was in­
jured as a result of a fire that occurred 
in his dormitory room during the night 
of March 8. Because of his injuries, he 
withdrew from School and has been on 
a leave of absence ever since. At the 
time of his injury, he was in good 
academic standing, and he remains so 
at the present time. 
An investigation of the fire has led the 
police to conclude that the fll'e was 
deliberately set. Although no charges 
have been flied, I have been informed 
by the police that they regard Mr. 
Picozzi as a suspect and that he has 
been asked by them to take a polygraph 
test. 
I have informed Mr. Picozzi that if he 
ta.kes and passes a polygraph test, he will be permitted lore-enroll at the Law 
School. I have also informed him, 
Letters Between 
Picozzi and U-M 
examination or if you fail to pass it, a 
hearing would be necessary to deter­
mine your eligibility to re-enroll. 
DATE: November 23, 1983 
TO: Dean Terrance Sanda low 
FROM: James Picozzi 
" .. .I would like you to reiterate that 
statement of my good academic stan­
ding and send it in a letter to Dean 
James A. Thomas Cat Yale Law 
Sch?OI) ... Let me admonish you, sir, 
agamst editorializing. Any statement 
you make that in any way calls my 
character into question I will make you 
defend in a court of law." 
DATE: November 29, 1983 
TO: James Picozzi 
FROM: Dean Sandalow 
" .... .I would be happy to write Dean 
Thomas to that effect, but believe that 
it would be misleading for me to do so 
without a further statement indicating 
that there is a question regarding your 
eligibility to re--enroll at the Law 
School. Since 1 am not certain whether 
you would wish me to write such a let· 
ter, I shall defer writing to Dean 
Thomas until I hear from you." 
DATE: December 13, 1983 
TO: James Picozzi 
FROM: Dean Sanda low 
" .. . I  am enclosing a draft letter that I 
am prepared to send to Dean James 
Thomas, but only if you authorize me to 
do so. Although every fact stated in the 
draft letter is true, I am unwilling to 
send it without your express 
however, that if he decides not to take a 
polygraph test, or if he fails to pass one, 
it will be necessary for us to conduct a 
hearing to determine his eligibility to 
re-enroll. 
ln reporting these facts to you, I do 
not wish to assert, nor even to suggest, 
that Mr. Picozzi did set the (ire in his 
room last March. I do not currently 
have sufficient information to warrant 
a judgment regarding the question of 
his responsibility . . .  " 
DATE: December 26, 1983 
TO: Dean Sandal ow 
FROM: JamesPicozzi 
" 1 totally reject your proposed letter, 
dated December 13, to Dean Thomas. 
First, every statement in the letter is 
not true. Second, it unfairly calls my 
character into question, something I 
have warned you about repeatedly. 
.Indeed, sir, you have argued that you Wlll not write a misleading letter, yet 
your proposed letter could hardly be 
more so. It gives the impression that 
the police have accused me of arson 
which they have not. Conversely, it 
suggests that you do not accuse me of 
arson, which you most certainly do. In­
deed, you are the only person who ac­
cuses me of arson. 
I also am not deceived, sir, by the 
casual manner in which you dismiss a 
defamation action by me. I do not con­
sider lo be "frivolous" any such action 
against one who accuses me of a felony. 
Furthermore, I have no doubt that I 
would prevail in any one of a number of 
actions against you. Indeed, the facts 
that you attempt 1o keep me under your 
thumb and that you refuse to send a 
supposedly "true" statement to Yale 
without my authorization indicate that 
- despite your bravado - you, too, 
respect my ability to prevail in a 
lawsuit. 
However, sir, you clearly have no in­
tention of dealing honestly with me. I, 
therefore, terminate our corresponden­
ce for ?ow. After January 1, I will pur­
sue thas matter through more influen­
tial channels with other University of 
Michigan officials. 
DATE: July 30, 1983 
TO: DeanSandalow 
From: William Kunstler 
" . .  I am writing to request that the 
University of Michigan Law School 
grant Mr. James M. Picozzi a letter of 
good standing, so that he may apply for 
admission to other law schools. 
As you know, Mr. Picoui was the vic­
tim of repeated harassment during the 
almost two years he spent at the 
University of Michigan. This 
harassment ranged from the infantile, 
e.g., placement of derogatory posters 
about Mr. Picozzi throughout the law 
school; to the cruel, e.g., making fun of 
his physical handicap; to the criminal, 
e.g., riling a false report that Mr. Picoz. 
zi had a firearm in his possession, 
causing a search to be conducted of his 
room. Mr. Picozzi was hectored in the 
classroom, pushed around in the 
library, and harassed whUe in his own 
room. Despite numerous complaints to 
your office, no action was ever taken 
against those individuals responsible. 
This harassment was so obvious that 
Professor Yale Kamisar felt compelled 
to personally intervene on behalf of Mr. 
Picozzl, chastising one of his principal 
tormentors 
I have revtewed your draft letter ol 
December 13, 1983, and agree with Mr. 
Picozz.i that il tS unacceptable. First, 
your demand that Mr. Plcozzi submit to 
a polygraph examination as a condition 
precedent to his re-enroUment is not 
justified by any University of Michigan 
rule or regulation, and is undoubtedly 
unconstitutional. To force Mr. Picozzi 
t.o submit to a procedure which every 
court In this nation has found 
unreliable, forcing him to prove that he 
did not commit a criminal act, is incon­
sistent with the most basic notions of 
due process. You cannot legally con­
dition Mr. Picozzi's re-enrollment upon 
his submission to such a procedure, and 
in any event, there Is no reason to in­
form other universities about what you 
might try to do should Mr. Picozzi at­
tempt to r�enroll. Second, your 
statement. "1 do not wish to assert, nor 
even to suggest, that Mr. Picoui did set 
the fire in his room last March" is a 
rather disingenuous use of a negath•e 
pregnant. Since you "do not currently 
have sufficient information to warrant 
a judgment," I would request that you 
omit references to that which you do not 
know, and avoid implying that which 
you state you are not trying to suggest. 
Lastly, your recitation of police 
"suspicions" about Mr. Picozzi is un­
warranted. Mr. Picozzi is legally in­
nocent of any wrongdoing and it is 
illegal and unconscionable for him to 
suffer civil disabilities because certain 
police officers do not share the views of 
the District Atton\ey. 
----1!\ts �tstat---
Dimon Puts Family Before Law School ''"m •• g .... , 
a publicallon. Prof. Rosenzwelg . . . working for private clients-that family activities when I came to law RG: Got any tips ror a rirst years? 
encouraged me to think about it. and doesn't necessarily mean paying schooL So 1 spent on the average of SD: Yeah, I might. Learn what 
suggested 1 talk to Prof. Whilman. clients. It's easier for me to think oh, from 5:30 to 8:30 or 9 with my works for you, and don't be overly 
So l  did. I also talked to my wife who what I'm doing is important if family, and I also did not work on concerned with following patterns, 
told me she wasn't interested in someone elsethinksitis. Sunday, but made that a family like briefing cases . . .  I've never 
living in strange big cilies. &> I RG: 1 think 1 was told that you were time. I just set my expectations so briefed a case. Use class time for 
again had almost eliminated the a church social worker before? that I would finish my work and learning. Be thinking about what's 
idea of clerking. But l asked Prof. SD: Yes, that's true. I've worn a bave that time. It's not hard to do. going on, and don't be afraid to get 
Whitman, at the risk of seeming number of bats. Actually I think I'm more rested and involved. It's a lot more interesting 
overreaching, how to apply for RG: What else hll\·e you done? can think better because 1 don't if you participate, and it's really the 
Supreme Court clerkships. . . . I so: 1 worked as a church social spend all of my time on law studies. only chance in law school to get 
thought I could talk my wi.fe into worker and in a day care center in RG: How do you feel about the law feedback on your ideas, aside from 
Washington on thooe terms. Justice Atlanta. Then 1 carne up to Michigan school as a n  instllutlon? discussions with other students. 
White actually called Prof. Whitman and worked in a factory for a year, SD: I guess I'd say that law school is RG: Did working between college 
three days later, so she gave him my and in construction for four years. not the way I'd train lawyers if 1 had and law school help you? 
name, and he invited eight or ten of RG: As a hardhat? aJJ the resources in the world and an SD: Yes, a great deal. First of all, it 
us for interviews. SO: Part of tbe time. I did layout adequate supply of good teachers. 1 helped me learn bow to handle 
RG: What was that like? What did and blueprint work some too. 1 like don't think the feedback is adequate. responsibility. Also, a little ex-
he ask you? that kind of work very much. I can't It's very difficult to do on a personal perience gives you a sense of your-
SO: The queslions were very per- claim that 1 bad a calling to be a basis when you have a lot of sluden- self and a litUe bit of confidence. I 
sonal and low-key. We talked about lawyer since childhood. It was the ts. 1 think for a lot of students it's fell more sure of who I was and less 
my background, that is, my family, fact that there was a depression L, very mysterious why they do poorly that my sense of sell-worth depen· 
what I do for exercise. We talked the construction market that sent or why they do well. ded on how I did in law school. It 
about being from the South. I think it me back to law school. RG: Do you think lhe law school takes some of the pressure off law 
was just WhJte's way of seeing if he RG: Why law school? grading process Identifies the school. 
felt comfortable with the can- SO: 1 wanted a non-academic students with the best potential as Also knowing how limited the op-
didates. profession. And 1 bad a [riend In Ann lawyers? portunities are for most people in 
RG: Did you think about JusUee Arbor who's a lawyer, and during SO: Grading tells you something our society makes me want to make 
White's politics, or was that not lm- one of the times I was laid off, r about a student, but there's a lot it the most of my time here. I like 
partant? suggested to him that I work for him doesn't tell . . .  An exam doesn't being here. I think it's1important for SD: Yes, somewhat. I'm sure we'll as a clerk and that he train me in ex- directly measure the interpersonal the student body to realize what an 
have areas or agreement or change for my-services. so he did skills sucb as advocacy or opportunity this is. 1 don't mean just disagreement. (I've been told) that, and that was a good way to find negotiation, however . . .  Then, too, an opportunity to make money. It 
Justice White does enjoy discussion out that 1 like doing legal research grades can act as a self-fulfilling opens a lotof doors, including a lot of 
and bouncing ideas off his clerks, and that 1 could do it well. prophecy, beca'use lhe students who interesting public service jobs. and'isn't just looking for rubber- RG: 1 1rnow you have a family, and 1 One thing that helped me do well 
ta · r hi ed'l · B t do well initially get onto a fast track s mprng o s pr 1 ecllons. u also know that you made the Law through the job offers-including the and I think could help anyone do well I'll be perfectly willing to write Review and then decided not to ·do 'it. summer job offers-they get. The is what Coleridge called "suspen· opinions the way he wants. That's How do you balance your ramlly bo 1 .  . 1 ding your disbelief." See what goes the J'ob I was hired to do. 1 tto111 me With grad ng is that iL's a on as drama, you have to put the life commitment with your be·ing In aw cb f ttl od 1 RG: Do you have any Ideas on what school? 
eap way 0 ge ng m erate Y into it. Working before law school 
You'd like t.� do after your clerkship? reliable information about students. helped me to do that. It helped me to SD: My guiding principle is that my G d th · 'I C SO: Just ideas. I like Atlanta pretu ra e.c; are ere prlmarl Y or em· put flesh and blood on bare bones , family commitment is more impor· 1 Th • 1 1 11 much · · · I grew up in Georgia. tant than my professional commit- p oyers. ey re on Y marg na Y hypotheticals. It's hard but it's im-
RG: Have you thought about helpful-and in some cases har- porta· nt to believe that thiS. can all ment. I certainly expect the two to ful f £ r�-... ._� k t teaching at all? m -as a orm 0 c 0 matter to real human be1'ngs. be compatible, but if il were a case l d ts SO: I've thought about 1't. I do enJ'oy s u en · · of irreconcilable conflict I would 
interactions with students. I'm not consider family commitment more 
sure I would enjoy the publishing important. I tried lo make a practice 
pressure, as much as I would enjoy or setting aside a particular time for 
Wanted: Anyone 
to Fill Space '"m •• g .... 
works here and we appreciate aU of the 
staff's work, but it just isn't enough. We 
still need more people to write. Heck, 
you don't even need to write; you can 
just come and help us lay the paper out 
on Tuesdays in 408 Hutchins Hall. 
So why should you? Because, as a law 
student, you probably love to write. 
What better opportunity. 
Why else? Because we have good par­
ties. You can even sometimes squeeze 
free beer or pizza out the place. 
Why else? You can tell interviewers 
you write for a law school publication. 
O.K., it isn't the Review, Journal, or 
Yearbook, but it is published. 
You need another reason? O.K., rapid 
advancement. With a staff this smalJ, 
you could be an editor in no time. 
So how do you join? Come up to 408 
Hutchins Hall any Monday or Tuesday 
after 3:30 p.m. and you'll become a 
member. We're going to have a more 
formal meeting soon, but right now 
we're so busy putting this out that we 
haven't had time to set a date. 
So come up and join. U you do, we can 
stop writing senseless tripe like this. 
Brownstein, Zeidman & Schomer 
-r .
. . . 
of Washington, DC 
is pleased to announce that ir will be interviewing 
interes1ed 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October 3 
.for positions with rhejirm during summer, /985. 
Swdenl.s ' imerview request cards are due 111 the Plocemel11 Of/ice on Septembl!r 14 
a 
miliolvo$11011/y New location 2 blocks fran Law School 
with /M od  
11/30/84 621 church st. 996-4144 
LIONEL, SAWYER, & COLLINS 
of Las Vegas, Nevada 
is pleused to announce that il will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year studems on 
Monday, October 1 
for positions with !he firm during summer, 1985 . 
StudPIItS · lnter11ww request cards are due in the Placement Office on September 14 
. . . . . 
Blackwell, Sanders, Matheny, 
Weary & Lombardi 
of Kansas City. Missouri 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd yC'or students on 
Tuesday, October 4 
for positions wilh !he firm during summer. /985. 
Swdent.f ' inrerview requesr turds are due 111 the Placenwnr 0//tte on S!!plember 14. 
GOODWIN, PROCTOR & HOAR 
of Boston. Massachuseus 
is p/easl..'d to announce that it will be inten•iewing 
interested 2nd and Jrd year studems on 
Friday, October 5 
for positions with the firm during 1985. 
Scudenh · illft'rl'il' ... r.>qut!St c·urds arco dut• m rht> Pta�nu�m 0/ftcv on Seprember 14. 
Snell & Wilmer 
of Plroemx, Arizona 
will interview 2nd and Jrd year students 011 
Wednesday, October 3 
.for positions to begin m 1985. 
The firm, OIU! of the oldest and largt>st in the Southwest, expects to 
hire approximate�!' 15 flew and 15 summer associates. The firm s 
p,actice includes a brood spectrum of corporate. commercial. and 
litigation matter.�. Associates can anticitJCtte rapidly increasing 
responsibility and oppommities for fomltll and informal training. 
feedhaC'A. and evalurll iom·. 
Sturletfl\ '111ft•nw11 '•'1111<''' cart/\ tm rill!' m til<• Plan'IIH'III o/ftcC' m1 Septl'mber 14. 
Bond, Schoeneck & King 
of Svracuse, New York 
IS t>lecHed ro 1111110/WCe that tt will be intefl•iell'ing 
interested 2nd and Jrd year studems on 
Tuesday, October 2 
for positions with the firm dunng summer. /985 . 
. '>tJJfl<'nl� 'tflft'Trt1·•• r.:quc>H ,-ards art• dw m tht> Plon•ment q{{tce em 'leprember JJ. 
SAUL. EWING, REMICK & SAUL 
of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 
will be interviewing aU interested 2nd and 3rd year 
students for summer 1985 positions on 
Monday, October 1 
Scudcnh' intcn ic�< requesr cards are due in the Placcmenr Offi� on Seplemba 14. 
FREDRIKSON & BYRON 
of Minneapolis, Minnesota 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year 
students on 
Wednesday, October 3 
Our firm consists of 75 attorneys practicing in the areas of 
corporate-banking and securities general and labor liti­
gation, tax, bankruptcy, real est�te, workers' compensa­
tion, compensation planning, patents and trademarks, 
probate, estate planning and health law. 
Srudcnts' imcrvicw reque..�t cards are due in lhc Placement Office on Seprembcr 14. 
General Motors Corporation 
of Derroit, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be inteniewing 
inrerested 2nd and 3rd year students 011 
Thursday, October 4 
for positions with the firm during summer 1985. 
Swdents ' imerview request cord� ure dul! in thl! P/uct'ment Of/ire on September I .s. 
Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt & Howlett 
of Grand Rapids, Michigan 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year 
students for summer 1985 positions on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, October 2 & 3 
Our firm brochure is available for your review in the 
Placement Office. 
Studenh' imer\ie" rcque�l cards are due in the Plnccmenl Ofli.:e on September 14. 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA FIRMS 
SPONSOR OPEN HOUSE 
at LAWYER'S CLUB LOUNGE 
All interested students are invited t o  an informal program 
about li1•ing and practicinl! in Phoenix, ;.t rizona. Join us for 
wine, cheese. and conver�ation on Monday, Septl'mber 1 7  from 
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. See the Placement Office for interviell' 
dates and .firm resumes. 
Brown & Bain 
Jennings. S1rouss & Salmon 
O'Connor. Cavanagh, Anderson, Wesro,er, Killingswonh & �hear 
Fennemore. Craig, von Ammon, Udall & Powers 
Lewis and Roca 
Sndl & Wilmer 
Streich. Lang, Weeks & Cardon 
--- me.s <&.e.stat -
Budget 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS 
The Law School Student Senate 
is currently accepting ap­
plications from student groups 
for funding for the 1984-85 
school year. The process 
proceeds as follows: 
Wednesday, September 19, 
1984: all funding requests must 
be delivered to the LSSS office 
( 2 1 7  Hutchins) by this date. 
Budget request forms are 
available in the Senate office if 
your group has not already 
received one. 
Monday, September 24, 1984: 
Beginning at 8:30 p.m., the 
Senate will hold hearings 
regarding the budge& requests. 
All student groups who have 
applied for funding are invited 
to attend this hearing for the 
purpose of making a five 
minute oral presentation sup­
plementing their written 
request. 
If there are any questions, con­
tact Jim Lancaster, LSSS 
President by leaving a note in 
his box in front of the Senate of­
fice. 
Notices 
Policy 
II you want to announce, publicize, or 
describe, submit a NOTICE to the RG. 
Notices should be typed, double-spaced, 
and subm1tted to the RG office (408 
Hutchins Hall) by Sunday at 6 p.m. 
Please keep them short, or we'U edit 
them, and what we cut may not be what 
you want left out. Please note: UN­
TYPED NOTICES WILL NOT BE 
PUBLISHED. 
Student organizations ("official" or 
otherwise) : this year the RG wiU be of­
fer ing a special ad rate for student 
organizations. You can have a quarter 
page for $15, or 4 column inches for $7. 
If you want a different size, or a 
d iscount for running lots of ads, talk to 
u s - we're happy to negotiate. 
Resumes • Briefs • Books 
Prof�:ss•o•lal Wordpmcessang 
& Photo1ypese111ng 
TeleTypese1ting Co. 761·7664 
228 Nickels Arcade. Ann Arbor 
ALBERT SACKS, Dane Professor and 
former Dean of Harvard Law School, 
will give the keynote address of a year­
long symposium on The Future of Legal 
Education on Sept. 12. 1984 at 12:30 p.m. 
in Room 120, Hutchins HaU. Sacks will 
speak on the importance of teaching 
•· Alternative Methods of Dispute 
Resolution" in law school. The sym· 
posiurn is being sponsored by the Law 
School Student Senate Speakers Com· 
mit lee. 
Sacks is a 1948 graduate of Harvard 
Law School. After clerking for Judge 
Augustus N. Hand and Justice Felix 
Frankfurter, Sacks joined the faculty of 
Harvard Law as an Assistant Professor 
in 1952. He became a full Professor in 
1955, and has held the title Dane 
Professor since 1969. He served as Dean 
of Harvar<l Law from 197Hil. 
Sacks' areas of expertise include Civil 
Procedure and Constitutional Law: 
Legal Process. He has written exten­
sively on the subject of innovative legal 
education. 
A luncheon wil1 be held for Sacks in 
lhe faculty dining room following his 
speech. Students interested in having 
lunch with him may sign up on the sheet 
located on the bulletin board outside the 
Student Senate office. 
By sponsoring this year-long sym­
posium, the Law School Student Senate 
hopes to promote both student and 
faculty discussion of issues related to 
both the substance and process of legal 
education. Future speakers will include 
Professor Roger Crampton, Visiting 
Professor of Law at U of M, 1984-85, and 
Charles Halpurn, Dean of the City of 
New York Law School at Queens 
College. Persons interested in 
proposing future speakers should put 
their suggestions in the Speakers 
Committee mailbox outside the Student 
Senate office. 
WANTED: M.S.A. REP. The law 
school representative to the Michigan 
Student Assembly <M.S.A.l has 
resigned. Those students interested in 
filling this position should submii a one­
page statement detailing their 
qualifications and interests to the Law 
School Student Senate by Friday. Sep­
tember 14. A replacement will be selec· 
ted at the September 17 LSSS meeting 
€R I S P  
Word Processing 
Resumes Cover Letters 
Legal Briefs 
10% Discount with this ad 
204 S. Fourth Ave., near Washington St. 
665-6559 
R.K. Nexus K. M.S. 
� ARCADE BARBERS Open M-F 9-5 
S 9-2 
Evening Appts. Available 
•6 N,ckels Arcade, 665 7894 
--Notices-
ANNOUNCING :  1984-1985 Campbell 
Moot Court Competition 
General Topics: Criminal Law and 
Evidence 
Facts: Celebrity Rape Trial 
Goal: Primary emphasis on polished 
oral presentation and brief, with less 
technical legal research. 
Eligibility: All second and third year 
law students. 
Assistance: Seminar in mid-October on 
appellate brief wriling and argument. 
General Meeting: Tuesday, September 
18 at 4:30 P. M. in Room 120 Hutchins 
Hall (additional information will be 
posted on Moot Court bulletin board, 
second Ooor). 
Chairmen : Darrell Graham, Joe Gun· 
derson, Jon Frank. 
THE WOMEN LAW Students 
Association invites all law school 
women to a potluck dinner in the 
Lawyers Club Lounge at 6 p.m. on Sun­
day, September 23. Second and third 
year students should bring a dish. First 
year students need only bring their ap­
petites. Spouses and friends are 
welcome. All those interested in atten­
ding should sign up on the WLSA 
bulletin board in the basement of the 
Legal Research Build1ng. 
OPPORTUNITY Available for 
Program Assistant at: Student Ad· 
vocacy Center, 420 North Fourth 
Avenue, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104. Law 
student needed. Must be able to ar· 
ticulate issues and develop strategies to 
relieve systemic problems which ad· 
versely .affect students in the public 
schools. Small, public service agency 
environment. The program monitors 
especially the requirements of poor, 
minority and special needs students. 
Estimated time commitment per 
week: 15 to 20 hours. Compensation: S5 
per hour <College Work Study 
Program). If interested, please contact 
Ruth Zweifler, 995-G477. 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW Society 
Meeting: The ELS will have an 
organizational meeling at 7 p.m. on 
Wednesday, September 12 in Hutchins 
Hall Room 236. We will discuss 
proposed projects for this year. We 
need volunteers in all capacities, and 
everyone is welcome. Refreshments 
will be served. 
QUICK 
QUILL 
ON FRIDAY. September 14, at 7 p.m. in 
the Lawyers Club Lounge, UM Law 
students will hold an Alternative Orien­
tation. First years are urged to come 
hear a range of fellow law students 
discuss their efforts to chart an alter­
native course here at Michigan, or to 
cope with the decision to follow more 
traditional paths. Brief accounts of 
legal work. both within and without the 
Law School, will be mixed with efforts 
to address many of lhe hassles of Law 
school life. The talk will be informal 
First years are encouraged to bring 
their questions. Refreshments will be 
served. The program is sponsored by 
the National Lawyers Guild. 
OFFICE SPACE: The LSSS is soliciting 
comment and response to the proposed 
allocation of newly available office 
space on Level 7 LR. Two or possibly 
three student groups may be able to ob­
tain oUice space, and the LSSS is aware 
lhat both LGLS and JLSU have been 
seeking office space for some time. 
Student groups interested in applying 
for consideration of office space are in­
vited to attend the LSSS meeting of Sep­
tember 17 at 8:30 p.m. in Room 212. For 
more information, please contact any 
member of the Student Senate. 
EtECTIONS. The Law School Student 
Senate CLSSSl will hold elections for 
(irst-year representative on Octo?er 4. 
1984. Nominating petitions wtll be 
available in the LSSS office on Septem­
ber 19. Candidates have until Septern· 
ber 26 lo have them signed and returned 
to the Senate office. Senate represen· 
tatives wiU be visiting all first·year sec­
tions during the next week to explain 
the electoral process in more detail. 
FRIDAY, September ��� 1984, 3:30 p.m. - Room 150 H.H. The 
view from recent grads- "If 
I'd only known ttien what I 
know now ! "  
These recent grads will 
briefly discuss tbetr jobs and 
how and why they are there. 
Then there will be ample time 
for questions and discussion. 
please attend 
Cosmehcs • Liquors 
Prescriptions • Druqs 
PROFESSIONAL 
WORD PROCESSING 
RESUMES - LETTERS - LEGAL BRIEFS 
Reasonable Rates: Typical Resume, $8 
Conveniently located across from the Law School 
Open 10-5 M-F <or by appointment) 
802 Monroe Street 665-6157 
How I 
By Don lttkoff 
Summer is over and the paychecks 
have stopped. During the month of 
August, second and third years at law 
firms everywhere relinquished posh 
associateships to resume a sub­
terranean existence here in Ann Arbor. 
Not everyone defended the bastions of 
corporate capitalism; a few did con­
tribute lo the social welfare. 
Not me. For len weeks, l sold myself 
to the Washington, D.C. o(flce of a 
major Philadelphia law firm. I sur· 
vived. enjoyed the experience even. 
This is my story. 
On the first day of work back in June I 
arrived at the appointed time, under­
went orientation, look a tour of the 
place, and settled into my office. My of­
fice. Along the back wall, a huge pic­
ture window. On my lefl, a potted tree, 
two bookcases, a coffee table, and an 
overstuifed armchair. ln front of my 
desk, itseU oi imposing size, perched 
not one but two inviting cane seats. All 
this, and a telephone console 
sophisticated enough, it seemed, to 
launch a preemptive nuclear strike. 
As I sat at my command post in the 
moments before the storm, I envisioned 
my entry upon the legal landscape. A 
small battalion of paralegals would do 
my bidding. Armies of secretaries 
would screen me from trivia. A bit of 
research, perhaps, and then aboard for 
liit-o(f, headed directly for the very 
apex of the legal right stuff itselC. 
Reality in the form of the library, un· 
fortunately, brought me spinning back 
to earth. They paid you, I learned, to 
Spent My 
work. And work, In my case, meant 
railroad law: 
"Itzkoff, I need you to analyze this 
pile of trackage rights agreements 
dating from 1904. Tell me how we can 
break them." 
"Itzkoff, provide me with a complete 
summary of passenger train discon­
tinuance procedures : federal, slate, 
and local. Twenty pages. Tomorrow." 
''Don." (there were some nice par­
tners at this firm), "we've been 
litigating this application for 
modification of joint intra-territorial 
freight rates for over three years now. 
Give me an idea of the distinction bet­
ween mootness and loss of ripeness, 
will you?'' 
I handled other matters besides 
railroad law, too. Some trucking work. 
Some choice of law doctrine. J even 
sampled telecommunications. But 
although the subjects or memos varied, 
one constant remained - the library. I 
spent man)' hours on behaU of the firm 
<most of them at a carrel; few of them 
in my office), but on only one assign­
ment did 1 glimpse a client 
Such was the life, I discovered, that 
beginning associates led. Tbeir jobs 
paid well, and many of them owned ex­
pensive sports cars like the kind I wan­
ted. These young attorneys drove in the 
fast lane, but they paid their dues at the 
library. Only after the first few years of 
the partnership gestation period would 
lhey emerge, bug-eyed, from the world 
of Lex is. 
As a privileged summer associate, 
however, I escaped devoting my every 
Summer 
waking minute to the reporters. By 
spending an inordinate amount on fine 
food and wine, the law firm itseU in­
sulated me from the realitjes of the 
workplace. Partaking of the recruiting 
honeymoon meant extravagant meals, 
classy cocktail parties, expensive 
theater and sports tickets, and a 
moonlit cruise on the Potomac. Only a 
clod could fail to appreciate such 
largesse, but these social affairs, it 
sometimes seemed, constituted a 
double-edged sword. 
For, while I enjoyed, the firm 
evaluated. Even library superstars 
could be weeded out as social misfits. 1 
needed constantly lo watch everything 
1 said or did. Attending one night 
ballgame with two partners, Ior 
example, I dared not leave my seat or 
even open an umbrella to ward off the 
drenching rain lest I be branded as 
lacking some mystical legal quality 
crucial for success. This tension affec­
ted me perhaps most acutely during the 
last inning of the last game of our 
winless softball campaign. For the final 
three outs, a very senior (and very im­
mobile} partner decided to replace our 
suck-fielding first baseman. Trying 
from my shortstop sll)t to aim the ball 
directly at His Eminence, I tightened 
up, lost my cool, and committed two 
consecutive throwing errors. We did not 
win the game. 
AJJ of this play - the lunches, the 
tennis, the limousines - spawned a fan­
tasy world for the summer. Hitch up 
with the firm permanently, and the bay 
ride would cease. No more concert 
KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
ALBERT 
SACKS Professor of Law and former Dean of Jiarvard Law School 
September 12, 1984 at 12:30 P.M., Room 120, Hut�hins Hall 
Ill p 
Vacation 
tickets, at least until partnership. On 
the river cruise, I counted all of the 
summer associates (naturally), and 
most of the partners, but only one full· 
time associate. Work beckoned lor all 
the rest. 
My assignments contributed to the 
make-believe atmosphere. Once I 
joined the firm, the structured, instant 
feedbac.k, one-memo-at-a-time set-up 
would vanish. So would my weekends. I 
might be holed up in the library for 
years, or even worse, stuck in the 
bowels of one case forever 
Most surreal of aJJ, the paychecks 
kept rolling in. Each week or library 
time equaled 200 hours of work at Me· 
Donald's. 1'he money was so seductive 
- ii 1 signed on. r could have my Por­
sche at 25. 
Now it's aU over. Having returned to 
the Midwestern wastelands, I can 
finally get some perspective. To be 
honest, I'm not sure if the big-time cor· 
porate practice is for me. F'or, when 
you get right down to it, lbe trade-orr is 
pretty simple: 
ll you want a fast car. you'd better 
enjoy lhe Shepard's life. 
Don Jtzkoff. a second year, will 
be searching this fall for an alter­
native /ega/ lifestyle. His first book, 
Off tbe Track, will be published 
next July by Greenwood Press. 
Feature 
A On e Way Ticket toPalookaville 
By Michael Barnes 
Bc0y am I glad to be back home. 
Michigan - where a "white tie" dinner 
means you have to lace up your high 
tops. This is the place that brought us 
Gerald Ford, Pasties, Amway, and the 
Mercury Comet. Even Norman Rock­
well thought this state is hokey: you 
never saw his £reckle-faced models 
playing with toxic wastes or shooting 
each other on drunken hunting sprees. 
On behalf of the law school, the city, 
and Gov. Blanchard's "Say Yes to 
Michigan'' campaign (designed and 
packaged in New York Clly}, l welcome 
aU of the newcomers lo the Detroit 
metropolitan area, the Hoboken of the 
Middle West. For those or you who are 
merely returning here, what can I say? 
Dust off your white loafers and iron 
those beJJ bottoms, It's time to drink 
light beer and go bowling. 
By way of an introduction, I should 
teU lbe new students and facwty that 
this newspaper is lbe Res Gestae, lhe 
meaning of which nobody knows 
because it was an evidentiary term at 
common law and we are taught the new 
federal rules. There is a modern coun­
terpart to the res gestae witness rule in 
the hearsay exceptions, but we simply 
couldn't change the name of our paper 
lo The 803(9), or whatever the rule js. 
Besides, everyone calls the paper 
"The RG" because he or she does not 
know how to pronounce "res gestae'' 
and "RG" sounds kind of homey and 
folksy, making the paper something 
you wouldn't mind Uning your hamster 
cage with or even eating, on those 
nights when the Lawyers Club is having 
cheese souffle. 
TechnicaJly speaking, this particular 
page is called the "Feature" page 
because, back in early days, we used to 
save it ror interesting human interest 
stories and short did-you-know type ar-
ticles. In the last few years, however, 
the back page bas degenerated into the 
Feature Editor's personal syndicated 
column, in which he or she is given free 
reign to expound upon whatever minor 
triviality ticked him or her off recenUy. 
As a policy matter (torts professors 
a I ways approach things this way - why 
can't I?>, thlngs approach a perfect 
equilibrium. That is, the more ob­
noxious and tasteless the ramblings of 
the Feature Editor are, the greater the 
incentive for other RG readers to offer 
contributions of their own. In fact, the 
Editor takes judicial notice of the fact 
that he is the editor, not the writer, and 
will gladly print any dull, inap­
propriate, rude, filthy material that 
comes along so that he may sleep in on 
Sunday mornings. Or at least watch the 
Abbot and Costello movie. 
Moving onward and upward, I in­
troduce you, as well, to the University 
of Michigan law school. As you 
probably know, the law school (with a 
little help from the Western Europe 
division of the Comparative Gover­
nment department) is solely respon­
sible for people across the country 
thlnhlng that Michigan is stiJJ a great 
universjty. I advise you to carry your 
status proudly: it is known that even af­
ter solving the Riddle of the Sphinx, 
Oedipus was not allowed to proceed fur­
ther until he showed his Michjgan Law 
School djploma ; it is a further known 
fact that the Red Sea consistently 
refused to part until Moses sacrificed a 
recent volume of the Journal of Law 
Reform. 
At any rate, there's not much left to 
say about the law school that l haven't 
aJready stated in polemics past. My ad­
vice to first-years is pretty much the 
same from year to year: don't be too in­
timidated by the guy next to you 
because be has a briefcase and sub-
scribes to the A.B.A. Journal. The guy 
next to him- the one on roller skates 
who's reading HJgh Tlmes magazine -is 
going to kick his butt all over the place 
in court. You probably will too, if you 
get off the gotr course in lime. 
Moving along, you have probably 
noticed that this is Ann Arbor 
Michigan, which was the drug capital of 
the Midwest until Aspen began to be 
considered Midwestern, kind of. You'll 
probably like Ann Arbor because it has 
become the quintessential Yuppie 
college town. It has lrendy stores, 
health clubs, uJtramod architecture, 
California nouvelle restaurants, and a 
Saab dealer. It's a real neal place but 
don't get the idea of staying here and 
trying to practice Jaw: of the 100,000 
people in town, one-third are studetlts 
and the rest are attorneys. 
Incidentally, a few or you may 
remember names like lhe SDS, Tom 
Hayden, Black Panthers, and the like. J 
am happy to report that the revolution 
is still alive and well In Berkeley, where 
hundreds of Willie Nelson look-alikes lie 
around on the sidewalks, selling gray 
rocks and smelling pretty bad. 
Most �mportanlly, though, this is 
Michigan. The Middle West. The Hear­
tland. Good people. Down-to-earth 
people. You won't see them in Ann Ar· 
bor, but they're just down the road a 
piece. If you are coming from another 
part of the country, you wilJ be tempted 
to make qu1ck judgments about 
Michigan. l t  is ugly It is £lat. The 
people are shaped strangely and dress 
like slobs. The cities - what is left of 
them - are crumbling, decaying, sym­
bols or obsolescence and ruin, and the 
ever-cloudy skies only add to the sickly 
pallor of the landscape. It is aJI true. 
every thought and word. But those are 
the easy observations. 
Standing in line at a San Francisco 
restaurant this summer, I overheard a 
conversation between two men who 
were obviously clerking at another 
firm. My home, said one, is pretty 
rough. It's flat and ugly. The raiJyards 
and factories of the city are abandoned, 
the weather is unbearable most of the 
year, and the people are uncouth and 
provincial. I interrupted, asking Lf he 
was from Delroit. Cleveland, be satd, 
and together we joked about bow that 
description could only have described 
the industrial Midwest. 
But, as J say, that is the easy part. If 
you are around here long enough, you 
will see another side of the Midwest. Jt 
really is the heartland, as corny <no pun 
intended) as that sounds, and if you are 
into decent, modest, hardworking 
people, they're probably here if they're 
anywhere. There is a reason why ABC 
chose Lawrence, Kansas to obliterate: 
that's where the good, innocent, middle 
Americans are. Kansas isn't that far 
from Michigan. I hope that you don't 
take school so seriously that you don't 
explore Michigan while you are here. 
So, this is my introduction to the RG, 
the law school, and my neck of the 
woods. 1 don't really know whether I 
like it here or not, although I approve of 
it. Having always thought of the Mid­
west as a place where people stiJI get 
married and buy Oldsmobiles, I guess 
I'll always have a little of that in me: 
wherever I go, my wtre and Cutlass will 
be right by my side. 
For now, it's good to be back. 
Preparing to leave California, I thought 
of Marlon Braodo's proverbial ticket to 
Palookaville in On Jhe Waterfront, 
and order� one for myself. Better 
make i t  one-way, J thougbt. 
Law in the Raw compiled by Dana Deane 
The Uncoupling Process 
Custody of the children was no problem; they 
were already in their twenties. But custody of the 
$4,000 in toy trains was the issue when Noel and 
Sondra Kay Buckner of Garland, Texas got divor­
ced. They worked it out so that he got lhe American 
Flyer, the water tower, the coal loader, log car and 
caboose, among other things. She got the 1935 
Comet locomotive, three passenger cars, a bridge, 
another tunnel - and visiting rights to his toys. 
Judge Josh Taylor was satisfied, but said that be too 
wanted rights to visit the trains, if only at Christ­
mastime. 
ABA Journal July, 1984 
Reagan's Illinois Hopes Sink 
President Reagan seems to be spending a Jot of 
time campaigning in ntinois, but it may not be help­
ful in electing him. rn recent elections, four out of 
every two persons in Cook County has voted 
democratic. 
Pa11l Harvey, ABC Radio 9/5{84 
The People Speak 
Mary Goode Rogan is a former judge of the Los 
Angeles County Superior Cow·t. She was presidjng 
in a criminal case and the day came for imposing a 
sentence. The defense lawyer made an impassioned 
plea for leniency. Judge Rogan turned toward the 
district attorney and said, "Do the People care to 
make a statement?'' On hearing this, a little old 
man in the back of the courtroom stood up and said, 
"Yes, your honor, go easy on him. He seems like a 
nice guy.'' 
ABA Journal May, 1981 
Quotes 
"I feel good. I'm living and breathing ... .l got a 
good lawyer." -Singer Jerry Lee Lewis after being 
freed on bond while facing charges of tax evasion. 
'"Don't you realize,' he said, 'there are men 
who'd give their right arm to be in this law school, 
men who would use their legal education''' - Tran 
sportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole recnlllng a 
male classmate's remark to her on her Cirst day at 
Harvard Law School in 1962 
' 
Legal Route to Top 
About 8 percent of the chief executive officers- of 
major business organizations got to lhe top by way 
of legal work, according to a study by Heidrick and 
Struggles, a search firm. The legal path ranked fifth 
among routes to the chief's office, after 
saJes/markeling C3l percent ! ,  finance/accounting 
(25 percent ),  manufacturing/operations (21 per­
cenl) and engineering/research 0 1  percent>. The 
survey was conducted among the beads of the 
nation's 500 largest industrial companies and 500 
largest nonindustrials; il drew 321 responses. 
ABA Journal July, 1984 
Attention: Resume Writers 
At least HALF of all resumes contain some kind of 
false material, say experts in the employment field. 
They say lawyers are less likely than others to 
distort the facts, because of the repercussions in· 
voh•ed. but are not above embellishing a fact or two. 
ABA Journal July. 1984 
